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Abstract.  
The inhabitants of Bucharest, but not only them, have always had a 
nostalgia of a capital comparable to the great European metropolis. Their 
imaginary related to this issue is, more often than not, bookish, but there 
have also been competent voices (architects, builders, engineers, or 
politicians) who knew how to lucidly identify the needs and possibilities of 
the town on the banks of the Dâmboviţa river, to propose viable solutions 
able to correct the shortcomings of the present and, more rarely, to analyze 
ways and means by which their city can become a truly modern one. In the 
majority of cases, the envisioned renewal comes down to building 
imposing institutional buildings, improving the banks of the river, the 
development of the transportation network and harnessing the potential of 
the northern lakes. Few authors have proven to be able to tackle the usual 
issues of urban plans in a coherent manner (the public space/private space 
relationship, building height regulations, communication networks) and 
fewer still, mainly professionals, have succeeded in sketching, even 
concisely, the list of priorities and the steps to be followed for the builders 
of the future. Not all those who have entered this debate have called for a 
modernization in the Western sense, some claiming that the loss of the 
picturesque qualities of the old capital will result in a depersonalization of 
Bucharest and its transformation into a failed copy of the Western capitals. 
Although incomplete, superficial or even naive, all these fragments of the 
imaginary of Bucharest are a testimony of love of the residents for their city 
and can bring a contribution to a better understanding of today’s realities 
of the capital of Romania. 
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1. Bucharest in literature 

A city of the future - a space that doesn’t 
exist - can be imagined and described in 
variety of ways: comprehensive or 
fragmented, poetic (full of metaphors 

evoking shapes, colors and unusual 

sounds), or rational (usually accompanied 

by extensive data intended to evoke a yet 
non-existent physical reality), satirical, 
optimistic, or, on the contrary, pessimistic 

(painting the coming days in a darker tone 
than that of the present). 
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If writers are never at a loss of words when 
it comes to giving life to their imaginary 
cities, architects, planners and builders are 
required to come up with fewer words and 
more drawings - which are usually poorly 
understood by the uninitiat Editura. 
 
Architectural and urban visions for the 
Romanian capital can be traced back to a 
long line of texts that begin with the 
nostalgia of the Greceanu brothers (1691) 
for a fortress made not of "mud" but 
"marble" ("If it were possible, when 
referring to our wretched country, we 
wold like to hear from your highness’ 
mouth, those words that Gaie Octavie 
Chesarie [emperor Octavian] once said: of 
mud I have found, and of marble I have 
left”). It passes through Dinicu Golescu's 
notes (Notes On My Journey, 1826), who 

sighed when describing buildings, parks 
or streets from abroad ("the streets [of 
Timişoara], quite broad, intersecting 
straight lines. Wherever one positions 
oneself, at any intersection, one sees the 
ending of the streets, towards the limits 
of the town."), and continues up to our 
times (Angelescu, 2003). 
 
Leaving aside the usual acidic observations 
on the urban reality that are found in 
almost all novels whose action takes place 
in Bucharest, few are the pages that look 
not only to the objectionable present, but 
evoke a possible future appearance of the 
Romanian capital. 
 
In 1859, after the union of the Principalities, 
remembering his thirty-year residence in 
Bucharest, the Austrian Enric Winterhalder 
(friend C.A. Rosetti, Romanian naturalized, 
later to become Secretary General in the 
Ministry of Finance), wrote a few pages 
about the bright prospects of his adoptive 
homeland. His "vision" starts at 
Călugăreni, imagined as a railway station 
on the Giurgiu-Bucharest line (a project 

finalized only in 1869!): the village has 
become a large city, complete with railway 
station ("îmbarcaderul" which is "a 
building large as a palace"), hotel, paved 
streets shaded by fruit trees, with beautiful, 
white houses, brightly clean, all with a 
street front and a large back yard. Arriving 
in the evening in Bucharest, he finds the 
capital bathed in a "sea of light" (this being 
"the normal lighting of the city, with the 
aid of electricity, which has replaced gas 
lights for about 10 years, because it 
illuminates better and costs less"). Leaving 
the station with an omnibus, he sees a 
lively city, with luxury shops that make 
him believe that he is "in Paris or London". 
Of the public establishments he mentions 
"palaces" where the House of Deputies is 
located, many educational institutions 
(Polytechnic School, School of Medicine, 
Military School, University, School of Fine 
Arts, High school and Gymnasium, 
National Museum and an Observatory). 
Even Dâmboviţa River, "attracted into the 
general progress" has changed, now 
having regulated banks, planted piers - 
"how much beauty, how many wonders". 
Obviously, it was all only a dream, but the 
author assures his readers that the picture 
he painted will soon become a reality and 
invites skeptics to meet in thirty years time 
(in 1889), to convince themselves that he 
was telling the truth (Winterhalder, 1962). 
 
The remarkable pamphlet, The Spirits of 
year 3000, written along the same lines, is 

published in 1875 by a 17 year old young 
man, Demetriu G. Ionnescu (the future 
politician and foreign affairs minister Take 
Ionescu) (Ionnescu, 1968). 
 
What future does this teenager with 
remarkable anticipation readings (he 
mentions Edgar Allan Poe), who does not 
hesitate to argue with Junimist elders on 
serious topics, such as the monarchy, 
religion, war or politics dream? In the year 
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3000, the world will be a confederation of 
republics, led by a General Congress, 
whose capital, Freedom, is an artificial 
island located in the middle of the 
Mediterranean; "thanks to Progress", all 
religious cults have been abolished, the 
only religion being that of "reason"; there is 
no government anymore, political parties, 
army, police, courts of law, lawyers; a 
single international language (based only 
on neolatin languages), universal suffrage; 
a mild climate, softened by water canals 
and forest curtains, deserts transformed 
into seas etc. 
 
Regarding Romania - which the young 
author saw completed in her ethnic 
boundaries more than four decades before 
the Great Union of Alba Iulia! - the picture 
is nearly flawless. Bucharest, which had 
already reached 3 million inhabitants, 
charms the travelers with its white 
buildings and the lack of churches; long, 
straight streets, framed by four rows of 
trees, have waterways in the middle (with 
gondolas); public gardens and large public 
spaces, adorned with numerous statues; an 
underground city rail network ("inner rail" 
with stations where "wine is distributed 
everywhere, instead of beer"), but also 
surface railroads with trains traveling at 
500 km/h; everywhere, houses with two 
floors (such as the house of his guide, a 
building "in which most of the styles were 
represented" a garden "full of small 
wooden kiosks worked in fantastic shapes 
and painted in the most vivid colors"). 
 
Of the monumental buildings the new 
University is mentioned (three identical 
white marble building masses, with pink 
marble colonnades, joined by two large 
crystal galleries), the Art Gallery (with the 
halls "of extraordinary lengths and 
heights"), the History Museum, the 
National Theater (more beautiful than the 
Paris Opera), the former Royal Palace 

(formerly "a house of laziness") turned into 
a settlement for the disabled and "a colossal 
edifice" where marriages are officiated, 
built in the former Diocese garden 
(nowadays the Athenaeum gardens). In the 
commercial area (the Old Town of today), 
it has imposing buildings, sumptuous 
shops, canals with gondolas, paved roads 
and "very advanced carriages". 
 
An image of the future Bucharest is also 
imagined by Victor Anestin in A Heavenly 
Tragedy. Astronomical Story (1914). In the 

year 3000, Bucharest "capital of the 
Romanian Empire" is a city of two million 
inhabitants, "quite beautiful", with many 
wide boulevards, lovely, but cramped 
buildings, palaces - of which the most 
important is the "House of Science" erected 
"a little more than a thousand years before" 
(that is by 1980-1990!) -, but also slums 
(with pubs); transportation is done by train 
and car, but also aircraft (small airplane, 
omnibus-airplanes and truck-airplanes) 
(Anestin, 1984). We have to admit that, 
concerned with the cosmic phenomena, the 
author seems unimaginative when writing 
about cities from the distant future, 
although he had inspiration in this regard, 
as proven by the humorous synthesis of 
science fiction ideas from the early 
twentieth century, made in 1912 by Major 
V.G. Makarovitsch, admirer of Jules Verne, 
Camille Flammarion and H.G. Wells. In a 
thousand years time, the Romanian soldier 
informed the inhabitants of Roman, the 
world of the future will be completely 
different. No more than three huge cities 
will exist, covering the entire surface of the 
Earth. Architecture will be dominated by 
curved lines, straight lines and angles 
having completely disappeared as sharp 
corners favor dirt and germs. Construction 
will only use new materials (tiles, stucco, 
porcelain, ceramic, marble, precious stones 
and noble metals), traditional ones like 
wood, brick, glass or cast iron being 
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inadequate to ensure an ideal cleanness. 
Located in large parks, the houses will be 
"clean, healthy and beautiful", all with 
interior gardens and electrically heated 
oval rooms (by the use of iridium plates 
embedded in the walls), furnished with 
pieces made of resistant materials 
(porcelain, tile or artificial lignite), without 
curtains or blinds. Each dwelling will 
consist of: 2-3 reception rooms, several 
bedrooms, bathroom (with an "electrical 
bath", which may be used while being 
dressed), dining room, library (with 
phonograph rolls instead of books); the 
kitchen is missing (food will be reduced to 
a pill and an elixir drink, industrially 
produced in laboratories), but we also find 
a museum/storage space for useless items 
(figurines, statues, books, jewelry) and a 
technical basement for the electric 
machinery which assures the function of 
the household appliances and the heating; 
their exterior will be cleaned with artificial, 
"antiseptic" rain. Besides these buildings 
there are many towers, 100-200 m high, 
used for global climatic services, 
telecommunications, or air stations (with 
platform runways, hangar for 6-12 air 
vehicles, elevators for passenger access), 
and a Central Palace of Studies (actually a 
set of very high towers) used to broadcast 
courses (audio and video) for schools 
worldwide. 
 
Beside the three continental 
megalopolises, residential in character, 
equipped with various networks of 
transportation (land, air, ground, water), 
at the Poles there will be two other 
"special cities" (Arctika and Antarctika), 
industrial in nature, where "absolutely all 
items" necessary to the world population 
are produced and all forms of energy are 
captured (supplied through underground 
and overhead cables to the whole world); 
both are very clean, with wide streets and 
mobile sidewalks, inhabited by half a 

million workers, all poorly educated 
people (Makarovitsch, 1912). 
 
Alexandru Macedonski offers us a "vision" 
on one of Bucharest's important places in 
the posthumous poem Moon spell (1923). 
The poet imagines Victoria Square with a 
perimeter twice as large as the Concorde 
Square in Paris, bordered by a stone 
parapet "chiseled with rivers of decorative 
elements like those found on our peasant 
ancestors’ clothing" and by "enormous 
houses, completely new and utterly white" 
seeming "out of a fairy tale". The entire area 
is lined by headquarters of the main state 
institutions ("palaces"): the Chamber of 
Deputies, the Senate, the Royal Palace, "the 
Palace of Ministries" (hosting 14 
ministries), the University, the Academy, 
the Palace of Arts, and on the site of the 
former Sturdza Palace there is a building 
with a "threefold long" facade, "white as 
silver" and with a "wonderful Romanian 
character." In the center of the square 
stands a replica of "Trajan's column in 
Rome" and several marble statues "of a 
crystallized whiteness, like that of sugar", 
representing Carmen Silva, Queen Maria 
and the Romanian territories returned to 
the motherland (Basarabia, Bucovina, 
Transilvania, Banat, Maramureş, Crişana 
and Temişana) (Macedonski, 2004). It is 
possible that Macedonski’s text may have 
as a starting point an architectural 
competition for the design of the Victoria 
Square that was organized in 1920 by the 
Town Hall and postponed because the 
Romanian Academy had announced that it 
will launch a design contest for a 
"Monument of Unification, of grand 
proportions", which should have been 
placed in that public space. 
 
A projection into the future - "a time that is 
not, but that will be" – is realized by I.L. 
Caragiale in Archaeology, 1896, his intention 

not being the portrayal of a city full of 
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unseen wonders, but rather emphasizing 
once more the inacomplishments of the 
present. In several thousands of years, 
archeologists studying the ruins of 
Bucharest, make some surprising findings: 
in the former capital of Romania, every 
house "turns its back to the one on the left 
and has the back of the one the right in the 
front of it", and inside none have a 
continuous wall, where they could place 
the bed (sleeping probably took place "in 
the middle of the room"); its residents 
despised stone and bronze (but showed 
"great sympathy for ceramic tile and tin"), 
they used artificial stone ("not having 
enough boulders in the river"), they were 
so learned that they no longer needed to 
read (no library building was found), and 
had a "great inclination, almost a cult for 
crooked lines and shapes" (they exhibited 
"a great dislike for the monotony of the 
straight line, a strong tendency against 
symmetric, obsolete shapes"). Their 
inexplicable "love of the crooked" was 
visible "in their streets, their markets, in all 
their private homes and especially in their 
public palaces",including the Royal Palace, 
headquarters of the ministries, Athenaeum, 
Academy etc. The author's conclusion: "All 
crooked ... all". 
 
Urban life, Caragiale stated in the sketch 
Noise (1899), is not at all enviable. "The 

bigger the city, the rarer the longevity". 
And the cause why the city dweller doesn’t 
reach a respectable age anymore is the 
urban noise (carriages, trams, whistles, 
sirens, bells, newspaper vendors, and so 
on). The former tranquility will return 
"when mankind will enter the age of 
rubber, when we will have rubber tracks, 
horseshoes, carts, whistles, sirens, bells, 
and trumpets". 
 
An ironic (but very shallow) picture of the 
Romanian capital can be found in the 
prologue of the science fiction novel 

Submerged Cities (1933) by Felix Aderca: the 

Bucharest of the year 5000 has sky-
scrapers, air trains running at the level of 
the 23rd floor and ships moored at docks 
on Dâmboviţa River (Aderca, 1966). 
 
As we can observe, one of the dreams of 
the locals seems to be transforming 
Dâmboviţa into a navigable river, ready to 
receive gondolas and ships. Even the 
nostalgic Henri Stahl (author, among 
others, of the science fiction novel A 
Romanian on the Moon, 1914), who rejected 

the planning of new avenues ("useless 
Parisian imitation"), the practice of "the 
soldierlike alignment of the streets", with 
demolitions intended to make room for 
"pedantic buildings copied after the most 
tasteless Western architecture" and the 
"total disappearance of Romanian style", 
wrote in 1935: "I would see Bucharest as a 
port, linked to the Danube by the Arges 
river, facilitating cheap supply with 
merchandise for the capital, I would see 
Dâmboviţa’s banks covered in flowers, 
shaded throughout their entire length with 
linden and acacia trees" (Stahl, 1935). 
 
In the brief utopian/dystopian episode of 
Eugen Barbu’s novel of, The Prince (1969), 

whose action takes place Phanariot era, 
an entire Bucharest is renewed because of 
"hydraulic works" that should have 
turned the capital into a port connected to 
the sea (the Danube-Black Sea Canal idea 
dates back to the late eighteenth century). 
The drawings prepared by Messer 
Ottaviano promised the ruler a major 
undertaking, by building "new towns", 
with attractions such as "marble piers 
with rich waters on which ships would 
come", "fountains built in terraces", "stone 
buildings surrounded by gardens", 
"straight streets, beneath which cleansing 
rivers would flow, washing Bucharest of 
its heavy odor", the square with its 
obelisk crowned with a "huge organ, the 
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bellows made of elephant skin", the 
temple which would house the 
mausoleum of the prince. Built through 
terror and human sacrifice, the project 
glorified by court poets will be, in just 
three years, but "a ditch as if made by a 
chicken" (Barbu, 1969). Like so many 
times before, the paper utopia translated 
into fact often turned into a real "black 
utopia" ( Crihană, 2008). 
 
And yet, says Constantin Bacalbaşa, such 
ideas were not quite utopian. By the 1900s, 
an entrepreneur, Vasiliu, had obtained the 
concession for the construction of six 
paddle steamers for leisure traveling on 
Dâmboviţa, from Ciurel Lake to the 
Slaughterhouse, even launched a 12 m 
long, 3 m wide ship, covered with cloth 
and divided into two classes, one with 
velvet, the other with wooden chairs 
(George Cruţescu claims that there were 
actually two boats, one red and one blue, 
which were unfortunately got stuck near 
the Faculty of Medicine) (Bacalbaşa, 2001). 
 
The most accomplished portrait of an 
imaginary Bucharest in Romanian 
literature is found in the novel Poor Ioanide 

(1953) by George Călinescu. "He who 
suffers of the superstition of another man’s 
opinion and trembles at every 
dissaprovement does not build anything", 
says the hero, an architect. The large public 
projects that he desires - basilicas, 
communal palaces, public spaces - remain 
only on paper. In real life he designs only 
private houses, by contract, claiming to be 
the first and sole tenant of the building for 
a few days in order to enjoy its 
architectural quality. The only major 
comission Ioanide receives is the 
systematization of the civic center of the 
Stelea neighborhood, from the green 
district. But its steel framed cathedral, with 
concrete walls, hemispherical glass dome, 
stained glass windows and mosaic façade 

is rejected by the ecclesiastical commission 
because it did not respect the Orthodox 
tradition and it failed to inspire a national 
sentiment. 
 
Aware of the theories launched in the West 
("radiant city", "linear city" etc.) the Ioanide 
character - whose real model is thought to 
be the architect Octav Doicescu (Celac, 
2009) - believes that international 
modernism, with its emphasis on 
geometrism and vegetation, is not 
appropriate for Balkan Bucharest. As such, 
his project for systematizing the Romanian 
capital center is designed in neo-Greek 
style, with Victoria Street flanked by nine 
story buildings and punctuated by three 
large public spaces - "Trajan's Forum" (at 
the National Theater), circular, with a copy 
of Column in Rome and a huge statue of 
Emperor Trajan, "Decebal Forum" (in 
Victoria Square), rectangular, hosting the 
Adamclisi Trophy and a statue of Decebal, 
and a "Triumphal Arch", adorned with 
Dacian scenes - but also for other squares 
(circular, square or octagonal) (Călinescu, 
1986). What would this part of the city 
have looked like as seen by Călinescu, who 
never hid his preference for the 
monumental? What would this "optimist 
by profession" (Pippidi), so intimately 
connected to his home town say today - the 
specificity of the city on the Dâmboviţa 
River, he thought, is to be found in the 
general tone "a mellow, chalky white, 
which absorbs the sun without producing 
the “lightning” of marble" and gives the 
impression of a "great garden". In 1959, he 
wrote, in his inimitable style: "In fifty years 
time I predict a Bucharest that excites my 
imagination. With enchanted steps I walk 
on streets of the future" (Călinescu). 
 
If the great critic chose to make his 
architectural preferences public by means 
of an imaginary character, Martha Bibescu 
preferred a direct appeal to the authorities. 
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In 1931 she sent a memo to the Bucharest 
City Hall - actually a very concrete and 
realistic plan - in which she proposed 11 
measures to modernize the Romanian 
capital, still valid today: surrounding the 
city with a green belt of pines; forcing all 
contractors to "take into account the place, 
the climate, the past and future of their 
country", respecting "a certain symmetry, a 
height limit for buildings"; covering new 
streets and squares with pedestrian arcades 
of different shapes and sizes; taking 
advantage of the seven hills surrounding 
Bucharest; proper planning for the 
Triumphal Arch and the surrounding area; 
"fair and honest use of construction 
materials: brick, stone and marble"; 
creating genuine public spaces (Victoriei 
Square and the Royal Palace Square, where 
an equestrian monument of King Carol I 
should be installed); redesigning 
Dâmboviţa River (either covering the 
riverbed with a concrete slab or widening 
it); building a canal up to the Danube and 
interconnecting the exising lakes found in 
the north of the city; revaluing from the 
tourist point of view of the scenic areas 
(Fundenii Doamnei, Tei and Bălteni); the 
creation, within Vacaresti monastery, of a 
"national Museum, unique and complete" 
concentrating "all the artistic, esthetic and 
archeological riches of the country in a 
single place" (Bibescu, 1997). 
 
Finally, another important name of the 
Romanian culture, Constantin Noica, is 
proof that the future of architecture and 
urbanism was a subject of reflection also for 
philosophers. His interest in these areas was 
not merely a conjuncture - in the late 1930s, 
convinced that the most favorable to 
philosophy is the urban environment, he 
noted in his journal: "Build story after story, 
surpress the gardens (or, at most, keep these 
conventional public gardens)… There is still 
too much nature in Romania" (Noica, 1990); 
and in 1957, in a response to a letter 

published by Emil Cioran, he did not 
hesitate to predict that, over the years, "cities 
will expand without limits, but leaving 
nature to once again become nature, in such 
a way that between an enormous Paris and 
a huge Rouen there will most probably be a 
jungle..." (Noica, 1957). 
 
To what extent Noica was familiar with the 
issues discussed in those years by 
professionals of both disciplines is seen in a 
paper from 1977, prepared for a conference 
abroad and subsequently published under 
the title Introduction to the homes of 2001 

(Noica, 1999), where he was the advocate, 
as he himself mentions, of some important 
issues: the individual house, collective 
housing, the non-house and non-city. It is a 
less common text, a meditation on the 
future of the human habitat which shows 
us a surprisingly optimistic philosopher, 
confident in the creative force of man and a 
connoisseur of the often extravagant ideas 
circulated by the famous architectural 
utopias of the 1960s and the science fiction 
of the day. 
 
Convinced that "[i]n the year 2001 we will 
either be a little closer to hell, or somewhat 
closer to paradise" Noica claims that a 
house should be designed "with the 
measure our human condition", satisfying 
the needs of each individual for both 
private and public space. Could we 
imagine, he asks, "some kind of spatial cells 
that one can move anywhere on earth, until 
we get them in the air or under water", or 
"moving houses" with miniaturized 
furniture and equipment, or even houses 
where "you would not be anywhere, you 
would not have an address, and you 
would be found only under a specific 
wavelength that is individually assigned to 
everyone"? Now, when the world comes 
out of its "prison of stability" and positions 
itself under the sign of the "provisional", 
other concepts seem be needed - such as 
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the "non-house" ("a spatial cell displaceable 
anywhere, possibly attachable somewhere, 
at the desired height, on a concrete tree 
with its branches spread out like crown") 
and "non-city" (a huge "parking space for 
mobile homes" the only stable points being 
the school buildings, theaters and shops). 
The architect and the urban planner must 
know that "it is not an ideal society that 
would render them useless, but a real 
human being, already existing as a human 
isotope". For understandable reasons in the 
context of the time when he wrote these 
lines, Noica could not make any explicit 
reference to Romania, but we may imagine, 
without fear of mistaking, that all the ideas 
that he saw developing into other parts of 
the world were undoubtedly applicable in 
his country, especially in an urban space 
like Bucharest. 
 

2. A new capital 

After the Unification of 1918, when the old 
shortcomings of Bucharest - especially its 
marginal geographic location compared to 
the rest of the country - have been 
speculated by a series of interested parties, 
the idea of creating a new, modern capital 
emerged, one that would be better suited to 
the new status of Greater Romania. Some 
thought that "having all the disadvantages" 
to become a true metropolis, Bucharest will 
not ever be able to raise itself to the 
aspirations of Romanians (Queen Maria 
claimed that "independent of the amount 
that we will be prepared to spend", 
Bucharest cannot be transformed into a 
"modern city" anymore) and the erection of 
a new city on the nearby territory would be 
more profitable, taking advantage of parts 
of the "Bucureştii Noi" project, initiated by 
N. Basilescu, who considered building a 
"modest workers’ town". Subsequently, 
given the supposed costs of this project, the 
idea of "redesigning" one of the old cities 
found inside the Carpathian Mountains 
area (where the air is cleaner) was 

considered more advantageous in some 
circles and it seems that "only the signature 
of Vintilă of Bratianu lacked" in order to 
make Brasov the first city of the country 
(Dobrescu, 1934). 
 
Among the ones that pronounced 
themselves strongly against moving the 
capital was Nicolae Iorga. The soul of 
Bucharest will not find itself in other cities 
across the mountains, warned the 
historian. Even if "[t]he the most modest 
village has more character than the capital 
of Romania", the political center of the 
country should still be on the banks of 
Dâmboviţa. Of course the old town no 
longer meets the standards of the 
completed Romanian state, he wrote in 
1930, but around it there are "enormous 
stretches of land very suitable for 
building", so it is not necessary to demolish 
in order to make a better one. "We could 
very well preserve the old town and, 
alongside it, build a new city. Only starting 
with the Şosea area a new city is being 
made, with some unity, built in a certain 
moment, under the influence of a certain 
taste, regardless if it is good or bad taste" 
(Iorga, 1930). Dissatisfied with the 
inevitable changes that modernization 
brought, Iorga summarized: "We live in a 
city that we don’t understand, for which 
we don’t know how to care, which we 
often direct towards paths of development 
that should have always remained foreign, 
thus ruining, through our current additions 
and transformations, its character which, 
despite many shortcomings and 
carelessness, made it once likable in the 
eyes of the foreigners that visited us" 
(Iorga, 1939). 
 
Among the supporters of the idea of 
changing the capital was Friedrich 
Schlesinger -Panciu, author of the curious 
pamphlet "Româneşti" the National Capital of 
Completed Romania (1925). 
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One of the possible specified locations was 
Făgăraş area, the author promising future 
inhabitants "[h]ygiene, esthetics, easy 
communication, plantations and water in 
abundance". The plan of the new city (a 
square with an area of 5 sq.km) consisted 
of a series of four squares contained within 
each other: the first was a green space 
within which any construction or vehicular 
circulation were forbidden (it was actually, 
a 2 sq.km botanical garden named "Plant 
Parliament" with a stone obelisk in the 
center); the second had a row of "sheltered 
platforms", used for the display of busts 
and statues of all Romanian historical 
personalities; the third contained a number 
of "seven story houses" (seven being the 
number of letters in the word "Romania"!), 
some of them rented, in part reserved for 
national celebrations; the last square 
consisted of 4 avenues (with sidewalks 
colored I red, yellow and blue) that housed 
the of all important institutions: the Royal 
Palace, princely palaces, the ministries, the 
Parliament, the Athenaeum, the National 
Theater, the National Bank, the Post Office 
etc. Any circulation to and from the garden 
was to be done through 8 triumphal arches 
equipped with apartments. 
 
Then came the commercial sector (a "select 
center"), with 120 streets and 23,000 
buildings with 7 floors, which was divided 
into 12 equal squares separated by 
fountains. For shops to be visible as much 
as possible there were no plants, statues, 
busts or kiosks were admitted and heavy 
transportation was confined to the 
underground. 
 
Further on began the boulevards 
dedicated to the 68 counties of Greater 
Romania (each of the coats of arms are 
displayed on a round pedestal, "colored 
blue, yellow, red"). One avenue was 
reserved for the palaces of foreign 
embassies and consulates, but there’s 

also a "boulevard of curiosities" where 
one could see "an up side house, a 
sphinx-shaped house, a pagoda, a 
pyramid, a snowman, an elephant and 
others". Railway stations were arranged 
according to their specificity: train 
station arrivals were planned in the 
North and ones for departures in the 
West; freight trains arrived in the South 
(which was reserved for the industry: 
factories, plants, etc.) and left from the 
North. The city would have "a consistent 
architecture without balconies, buildings 
having no blind walls towards the 
streets and boulevards". Estimated cost: 
6.599.000.000 lei - the amount would be 
raised mainly from special taxes, and by 
using convict labor (Schlesinger-Panciu, 
1925). 
 
Not only artists produce urban visions, but 
also politicians, especially when they feel 
they can bring votes. 
 
One of these was Constantin Argetoianu, 
who was conferencing in 1914 about "The 
influence of the suburban areas on the soul 
of the Capitals" (Argetoianu, 1934). Twenty 
years later, invited by the "Bucharest Urban 
Planning Association" he declared himself 
"passionate about urbanism" and in favor 
of the development of a city 
systematization plan able to cover "the 
problems of the capital in their entirety, 
with all their connections". Expressing his 
hope that "this territory - today's fantasy - 
is to become the reality of tomorrow", he 
supported the idea of linking Bucharest 
with its hinterland by a suburban railway 
network in order to facilitate tourism to 
Valea Teleajenului and the beaches of 
Bulgaria, the creation of large parks in 
Bucharest, the improvement of Calea 
Victoriei ("which is an abomination, the 
way it is now"), the construction of 
representative public buildings (City Hall, 
Opera) etc. 
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Another was the famous Mayor and man 
of action Dem. I. Dobrescu, whose election 
campaign slogans ("Bucharest is 
commonplace only for ordinary spirits", 
"the inhabitants of Bucharest have started 
to love Bucharest " etc.) were received 
favorably by the public of the capital. 
Proponent of the "new urbanistic current", 
he argued that Bucharest, which should 
reach 1.5 million inhabitants, must be 
prepared to address the main issues of the 
times: ensuring the speed of transportation 
in the city, which requires wide, 
uninterrupted, well paved, straight streets, 
but also demolishing "without mercy" the 
old center; valuing the possibilities of 
reinforced concrete ("in modern 
construction, utility has defeated 
esthetics"), priority of hygiene; the 
increasingly artificial character of the urban 
landscape. Entering the great urban 
revolution of the times "with its special old 
oriental town nature", Bucharest will have 
to face not only the traditional "urbanistic 
defeatism" but also the "rural versus urban 
plot", social anarchy, general indiscipline 
and an anarchy of values, which are all 
among its specificities. In order for 
Bucharest to become the "cultural 
metropolis of the Balkans" major works 
were initiated, such as the redesign of the 
Băneasa and Snagov parks, the 
establishment of the first public swimming 
pools, sanitizing the lakes to the North of 
the capital, and developing projects aiming 
at: transforming Dealul Patriarhiei into a 
"small Romanian Vatican"; building a small 
royal summer palace on top of Dealul 
Piscului; joining the Botanical Gardens 
with Cotroceni Park; builing a university 
city on Dealul Piscului "that isolates 
students and shelters them from the 
temptations of major cities" (later the 
designated site will become Grozăveşti); 
covering of the Dâmboviţa riverbed (the 
"esplanade", beneath which the 
underground would run); redevelopment 

of University Square; relocating on one of 
the hills (Văcăreşti or Arsenal) of the 
Adam-Clisi monument with the prospect 
of becoming a "National Pantheon"; 
widening of the Lipscani street and turning 
it into "street with colonnades", covered 
with glass, a sort of "Corso of feminine 
elegance"; penetrating new boulevards ... 
(Dobrescu, 2008). 
 
If other inhabitants of Bucharest could 
fantasize, more or less seriously about their 
city's future appearance, architecture and 
urban planning professionals were trying 
to stay grounded, avoiding considering 
projects that were exceeding the technical 
and financial possibilities of a particular 
period. This does not mean that they gave 
up imagining difficult things to implement. 
For example, this is what Cincinat I. 
Sfinţescu wrote in 1919: "I know that the 
provisions of this study do not correspond 
to the ideals visited by the imagination of 
the more artistic or enthusiastic of human 
natures, nor will they meet all the 
aspirations of an admirer of the 
environment in which one lives, especially 
more so if the seeker of beauty has tasted 
the air of the international Capitals, with 
their unparalleled resources and centuries 
of municipal activity, and when, at the 
same time, one is clueless of the harsh 
reality of causes, when one doesn’t know 
the chains, of various natures, which make 
us cautiously hold the ship of our ideal 
suspended like a captive balloon" 
(Sfinţescu, 1919). In a city where, in 1914, 
only half the streets complied with the 
legal alignment, talking about large-scale 
projects, such as the metropolitan network 
is unproductive. And yet, the rigorous 
professional will make some predictions: 
the underground, competing with trams, is 
cost effective only in cities with over a 
million inhabitants, and will not be 
introduced to this city before 1980, at the 
same time it will be possible to transform 
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Dâmboviţa into a navigable river. Let us 
add that, in 1932, when analyzing the car 
traffic data in Bratianu Square, Sfintescu 
wrote: "[d]uring the course of four of the 
busiest hours of the day, at least 66,000 
vehicles will easily pass through here, a 
third of the total number of vehicles that 
could ever exist in Bucharest, a quite 
reassuring hypothesis" (Sfinţescu, 1919). 
 
In 1934, the Urban Tribune newspaper 
printed a booklet entitled Towards an 
architecture of Bucharest, containing 

presentations by three architects - Marcel 
Iancu, Horia Creangă and Octav Doicescu - 
described by the editor as "more talented 
than an entire academy and more 
courageous in defending their art than all 
the professional associations" that they had 
held inside the Bucharest Urban 
Association. We don’t know if the initiative 
to publish belonged to the authors, but the 
mostly oral style of the materials gives the 
impression that they have never revised 
the text before printing it. The three texts 
have a common note: their authors declare 
themselves open admirers of Le Corbusier, 
"the thinker and the visionary" and 
advocates of a rapid build of a modern 
Bucharest. They explain what the "ideal 
city" by Le Corbusier consists of: 60 story 
towers with collective housing surrounded 
by green space, luxury homes with indoor 
gardens and cheap housing in the suburbs, 
in 400x200m huge blocks, each with 25,000 
inhabitants; roads (underground, on the 
ground and above it). And they warn the 
reader: "[w]hat can still be accomplished 
today in Bucharest could never be done 
again" and "only an urban hesitation will 
force our city not to become a model, a 
wondrous city". They propose some 
interesting solutions: erecting a 12 story 
building near Cişmigiu park, equipped 
with luxurious and comfortable 
apartments that will be given in exchange 
for property expropriated from the center, 

according to the systematization plan; or 
building on a lot reserved for cheap 
housing, a large block 400x200m capable of 
housing an entire slum of 25-30.000 souls, 
by expropriating their current unsanitary 
shacks. Finally, they give assurances: " In 
50 years Bucharest, rebuilt in this fashion, 
will be a happy and healthy city, a garden 
city with parks and palaces". It doesn’t take 
more than "[an] iron will and fist, as 
Bucharest has known before, and utopia 
becomes reality". 
 
For this is what it was all about: utopia. 
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